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Hezbollah is a multifaceted organization whose presence and wide range of activities in Latin America are well documented. While Venezuela and the Tri-Border Area, covering Argentina, Paraguay, and Brazil, have been the dominant focal point for research on the terrorist group’s Latin American operations, recent events demonstrate that Hezbollah’s activities in less noted countries warrant increased scrutiny in order to identify, understand, and proactively disrupt Hezbollah’s operations in the Western Hemisphere.

*Aurora Ortega is a U.S. Government professional. The views expressed herein are hers alone and do not necessarily reflect those of the U.S. Government, or any department or agency therein.
While Hezbollah has not successfully executed an international terrorist attack since 2012, when operatives bombed a bus in Burgas, Bulgaria, the disruption of Hezbollah’s operations in Latin America over the last several years indicates the group is more likely to strike in a country where it does not maintain an overt presence and is not traditionally considered a significant threat. For example, in 2014, Peruvian police arrested a Hezbollah operative in Lima’s Surquillo district for planning a terrorist operation, and according to the U.S. Department of the Treasury, security services in the region also successfully disrupted a Hezbollah terrorist plot targeting innocent civilians in Chile. In 2017, Bolivian authorities identified a Hezbollah-affiliated warehouse and seized enough explosive precursor material to produce a two-and-a-half-ton bomb, as well as a vehicle-borne improvised explosive device (VBIED). More recently, in fall of 2021, Colombia’s El Tiempo newspaper brought to light that Hezbollah was planning to assassinate an Israeli national in the country as part of a broader operation that also targeted Americans, reportedly to avenge the January 2020 killing of Qasem Soleimani, commander of the Qods Force of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps. Prior to these disruptions, little was known publicly about the extent of Hezbollah’s operational activities in these countries.

Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMIA</td>
<td>Asociación Mutual Israelita Argentina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEA</td>
<td>U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESO</td>
<td>External Security Organization (aka Islamic Jihad Organization)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJ/IJO</td>
<td>Islamic Jihad / Islamic Jihad Organization (aka External Security Organization)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFTC</td>
<td>Terrorist Financing Targeting Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBIED</td>
<td>Vehicle-borne improvised explosive device</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hezbollah’s Islamic Jihad Organization

Hezbollah has built an expansive worldwide infrastructure that enables it to enhance its readiness to plan and carry out attacks in various countries. The complexity of Hezbollah’s organization and networks, as well as the group’s clandestine nature and use of commercial cover, can often obfuscate its operational activities and the way it leverages relationships with non-Hezbollah individuals. For instance, a report by the newspaper Israel Hayom stated that the Qods Force, rather than Hezbollah, was behind the assassination plot and targeting of Americans and Israelis in Colombia; responsibility, however, need not lie with one organization alone. Following the death of Qasem Soleimani, both Iran and Hezbollah swore revenge and directed their threats toward the United States and Israel.

The ideological alliance Hezbollah shares with Iran has driven many of the terrorist group’s activities abroad. Historically, Hezbollah’s Islamic Jihad Organization (IJO), the apparatus responsible for planning, preparing, and executing terrorist attacks outside Lebanon, has conducted lethal operations at the behest of Iran, and Iran has similarly been pivotal in enabling Hezbollah’s lethal operations.

One example of this is the 1994 attack against the Asociación Mutual Israelita Argentina (AMIA) cultural center in Buenos Aires, which to date remains the deadliest terrorist attack ever conducted in Latin America. The operation demonstrates moreover that Hezbollah and Iran have previously worked closely together to carry out an attack in Latin America. A key facilitator for the AMIA bombing was Mohsen Rabbani, an Iranian national then serving as cultural attaché at the Iranian embassy in Argentina. It is well established that the Qods Force maintains operatives in foreign embassies, charities, and religious and cultural institutions throughout Latin America to advance its objectives, and diplomatic immunity enabled Rabbani specifically—along
with Hezbollah and additional Iranian officials—to plan, prepare, and execute the attack.\textsuperscript{14}

One of the most prominent figures behind the AMIA bombing was Hezbollah Islamic Jihad (IJ) operative Salman Raouf Salman.\textsuperscript{15} Another IJ operative suspected of involvement, according to a report by the Atlantic Council, was Amer Mohamed Akil Rada, who is thought to have provided the detonators used in the attack, which set off a VBIED containing 300 kilograms of ammonium nitrate.\textsuperscript{16} Salman reportedly worked closely with Amer throughout the 1990s to case various targets for Hezbollah’s IJO in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, and Venezuela.\textsuperscript{17} Argentine authorities suspect Amer was also involved in the 1992 bombing of the Israeli embassy in Buenos Aires.\textsuperscript{18} According to a report by the Argentine newspaper Clarin, Amer entered Argentina in 1992, before the embassy attack.\textsuperscript{19}

Following the AMIA attack, Salman fled the region, but he eventually returned a few years later.\textsuperscript{20} According to the U.S. Department of the Treasury, Salman rose to a position of leadership within the IJO and became responsible for directing and supporting Hezbollah terrorist activities in the Western Hemisphere.\textsuperscript{21} In 1997, he was involved in a flurry of operational missions and made three visits to Panama, two to Colombia, and one to Brazil.\textsuperscript{22} He was also the handler for IJ operative Mohammed Hamdar (aka Mohamed Amadar), whom Peruvian law enforcement arrested in 2014 for planning a terrorist operation in the country.\textsuperscript{23}

### Modus Operandi Points to Use of Colombian Citizenship

While Hezbollah’s IJO, aka External Security Organization (ESO) or Unit 910, is one of the group’s most sophisticated and elusive units, it is not without vulnerabilities.\textsuperscript{24} Closer scrutiny of the activities of IJ operatives in Latin America in the lead-up to the AMIA attack reveal that their access to Colombia may have been central in enabling their operations. Additionally, examination of the IJO’s historical modus operandi along with the current activities of IJ operatives reveals patterns that could help unravel Hezbollah’s networks and enhance the understanding of its intent and operations in the region. For example, Hezbollah has a long history of producing counterfeit documents as well as procuring legitimate passports to be doctored into fraudulent documents for Hezbollah operatives.\textsuperscript{25} This practice has been clearly seen among operatives in Latin America, particularly in Colombia.

Specifically, IJ operative Salman Raouf Salman operated in Latin America under the false identity of Samuel Salman El Reda, a Colombian citizen.\textsuperscript{26} Salman used his false citizenship to live comfortably and appear to work as a businessman in the La Guajira area of Colombia, located on the Caribbean Sea, until moving to Buenos Aires in 1989.\textsuperscript{27} For twenty-four years, Salman took advantage of the benefits of Colombian citizenship, and over that time was issued three passports to travel to countries including Argentina, Panama, Venezuela, Brazil, Paraguay, Peru, Italy, France, and the United States.\textsuperscript{28}

Salman’s brother, known as Jose Salman El Reda, suspected of involvement in the 1992 attack against the Israeli embassy in Buenos Aires,\textsuperscript{29} also held Colombian citizenship, which he acquired illegally.\textsuperscript{30} Jose’s documents were reportedly counterfeited, but his ability to obtain them enabled him to avoid raising suspicion of his activities in the region.\textsuperscript{31} The Colombian citizenship of IJ operative Amer Mohamed Akil Rada\textsuperscript{32} has evidently gone undetected despite the increased exposure of his activities in Latin America in recent years.\textsuperscript{33} Publicly, Amer has been identified solely as a dual Venezuelan-Lebanese national, but he in fact holds Colombian Citizenship Card Number (CC) 84049010.\textsuperscript{34}

As with Salman’s family, members of Amer’s family also hold Colombian citizenship.\textsuperscript{35} Amer’s wife, Fatima Helbawi, holds CC 56081323,\textsuperscript{36} and one
of their children, Mahdy Akil Helbawi, holds CC 1126038243. It is unclear whether the Colombian citizenship of Amer, Fatima, and Mahdy is genuine, but Amer appears to have previously attempted to fraudulently obtain Colombian citizenship for another of his children, Hassan Akil Helbawi, who holds Colombian Personal Identification Number (NUIP) 1124077256.

During summer of 2021, Colombia’s National Civil Registry annulled Hassan’s civil registration, owing to false information submitted by Amer as part of Hassan’s “Untimely Birth Registration”—an official process that allows Colombian citizens to submit birth registrations well after a child is born. Hassan was reportedly born in Haret Hreik, Lebanon, on January 8, 1997, but Amer submitted Hassan’s information to Colombia’s National Civil Registry over a year later, on August 27, 1998. When submitting the documents, Amer provided false information in the “Witnesses” section, where he included the witness names Ahmad Kabalan and Constanza L. Valencia; the discrepancy involved his listing of a citizenship number for Valencia—a legitimate Colombian citizenship card holder—that actually belonged to another woman.

In spring 2021, a Colombian newspaper revealed that a decade-long investigation by authorities found clear and conclusive information indicating that Hezbollah members “legally” reside in Colombia and possess “authentic” citizenship. According to the report by El Heraldo, the investigation revealed that within the registrar’s offices of various municipalities, a network of individuals had amassed more than $8 billion processing documents to fraudulently grant individuals Colombian citizenship certificates through the Untimely Birth Registration service. The report stated that at least 70,000 fraudulent civil registrations had been processed and provided to nationals of Venezuela, Cuba, China, Lithuania, Syria, Iran, and Lebanon.

Hezbollah Islamic Jihad’s Colombia Business Activities

Findings from the same Colombian investigation revealed that many of the individuals who fraudulently obtained Colombian citizenship—among them members of Hezbollah—used the documentation to create companies. The investigation revealed that Hezbollah members in Colombia portrayed themselves as businessmen and that their newly acquired nationality afforded them and their companies unspecified protections. This is consistent with the historical behavior of IJ operatives in Colombia, who have used their companies both as commercial cover and to raise funds for the group. For example, Salman Raouf Salman and his brother Jose began operating in Colombia in the 1980s and presented themselves as businessmen. In 1987, Jose along with his uncle Musa El Reda formed a Hezbollah cell that operated in Maicao, Colombia. While not much is known about Musa, Jose was reportedly in charge of raising funds and circulating counterfeit dollars. Argentine authorities exposed Jose in 1992 while he was trying to exchange counterfeit currency at a bank located in Argentina and subsequently arrested him.

IJ operative Amer Mohamed Akil Rada has also been involved in commercial activity in Colombia. Amer’s name was first exposed publicly in April 2018 by the Argentine website Infobae, where he was identified as a Hezbollah operational leader who coordinates the sale of charcoal exports from Colombia to Lebanon. The same report claimed that 80 percent of the proceeds yielded by Amer’s charcoal sales are sent to Lebanon to finance Hezbollah, with the remaining 20 percent reinvested in commercial operations in Colombia and Panama. Yet while his involvement in Colombia-associated commercial activities has been continuously exposed in recent years, few details about the extent of his business activities have been revealed.
Scrutiny of Amer Akil’s Colombia Business Activities

Scrutiny of Amer Mohamed Akil Rada’s Colombia-tied business activities reveals that he has been importing charcoal to Lebanon from Colombia since at least 2016 (see figure 1); extensive analysis of corporate records and commercial shipping data indicates that Amer is using his children to conduct this activity. Within Hezbollah’s modus operandi, the use of family members is a well-documented practice to evade detection and also circumvent sanctions.

Amer reportedly fled Latin America in 2014, and scrutiny of corporate records reveals that in January 2015 he established the Lebanon-based charcoal company Tucan Trading S.A.R.L., indicating that he had returned to Lebanon. Amer himself is a 34 percent shareholder in Tucan Trading S.A.R.L., and his daughters Batoul Amer Akil and Sara Amer Akil each hold a 33 percent stake.

In March 2015, Amer’s son Mahdy Akil Helbawi, then in his late twenties, established the Colombia-based charcoal company Zanga S.A.S. Interestingly, despite the establishment of this and Amer’s company in early 2015, neither began operating until mid-2016. An evaluation of shipping records for both reveals that since mid-2016, Zanga S.A.S. has been the primary supplier for Tucan Trading S.A.R.L., indicating that Mahdy plays a key role in Amer’s Hezbollah-related commercial activities.

In the past six years, Tucan Trading has been the consignee for at least twenty-five shipments of charcoal, receiving fourteen from Zanga and the remaining eleven from two other companies. During this same period, Zanga shipped at least twenty-nine additional charcoal shipments—so forty-three in total, when also accounting for the shipments to Tucan Trading—to companies

Figure 1. Colombian Charcoal Shipments to Tucan Trading S.A.R.L., 2016–21

Source: Panjiva shipping records, Tucan Trading S.A.R.L.
throughout the Middle East, including Lebanon, Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates, and Israel (see figure 2). \(^6\)

Scrutiny of shipping records from Zanga also reveal that between 2018 and 2021, at least four of its charcoal shipments—destined for Tucan Trading and two other Middle East companies—were unladen at Port Everglades in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. \(^6\) It is unclear whether the final destination for these shipments was indeed the United States or if they were transshipped at Port Everglades, but if the latter is true, the containers could have been subjected to manipulation, with materials potentially added or removed. Either scenario should raise concerns, given Zanga’s clear ties to an IJ operative (see figure 3).

Figure 2. Consignees of Charcoal Shipments from Zanga S.A.S., 2016–21

Source: Panjiva shipping records, Zanga S.A.S.

Figure 3. Charcoal Shipments from Zanga S.A.S. to Middle East Countries, 2016–21

Source: Panjiva shipping records, Zanga S.A.S.
In addition to the direct IJO ties, the four shipments to the United States warrant extra scrutiny given patterns identified in the shipping records of Zanga S.A.S. that make the shipments suspiciously stand out. Namely, Zanga has used three unique addresses on its official shipping documents since its inception.64 For all the company’s shipments in 2016, it used an address in Cartagena, Colombia.65 Beginning in 2017, Zanga no longer used the Cartagena address and instead began exclusively using an address in Medellin for its commercial activities.66 The only exceptions to use of the Medellin address were the four shipments unladen in the United States—in these, and only these, instances Zanga used its officially registered address in Barranquilla.67 This may imply that Mahdy did not want to draw U.S. attention to Zanga’s facility in Medellin.

Unraveling the Terrorism-Crime Nexus

Further scrutiny of official corporate records and shipping data also reveals that both Zanga S.A.S. and Tucan Trading S.A.R.L. intersect with companies related to Hassan Mohsen Mansour, a dual Canadian-Lebanese citizen indicted in both the United States and France on drug money laundering charges.68 While often described as a Hezbollah associate,69 Mansour himself is likely an Amal member, based on his marriage to the granddaughter of Nabih Berri, who is both Lebanon’s speaker of parliament and the head of the Amal Party. Mansour was among those arrested in France in January 2016 as part of Operation Cedar—a multinational endeavor led by France and the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) that included several U.S. law enforcement agencies working in concert with Europol, Eurojust, and authorities in France, Germany, Italy, and Belgium.70 The DEA’s press release states that the operation targeted the IJO’s financial apparatus involved in international criminal activities, such as drug trafficking and money laundering of drug proceeds.71 Subsequently, Mansour was also indicted in the United States in 2016 on similar federal money laundering charges as part of the DEA’s Project Cassandra,72 which targets a global Hezbollah network responsible for the movement of cocaine into the United States and Europe.73

While additional scrutiny is needed to know the true extent of Mansour’s interconnectivity with Amer and Mahdy’s business activities, official records reveal similarities and overlap in their business operations between Colombia and Lebanon. For instance, Tucan Trading S.A.R.L. and Mansour’s Lebanese company, Zoom Zoom Motors S.A.R.L., have the same attorney of record, Lebanese national Ali Ghanem al-Zain.74 While this in and of itself is not enough to merit concern, the fact that Zoom Zoom Motors has received charcoal shipments from Colombia is reason for suspicion, particularly since it is described in its official corporate registration documents as a general trade and import/export company for motor vehicles.75 Shipping records reveal that in 2014 and 2015, Zoom Zoom Motors was the consignee for shipments of charcoal from at least two Colombian companies: C.I. Pelicanos S.A.S. and Desemcol S.A.S.76 Additionally, further scrutiny of these companies reveals that Desemcol S.A.S. and Zanga S.A.S. have shared a physical address in Cartagena, Colombia.77 (See figure 4.)

In 2015, Mansour revealed to undercover law enforcement officers that he used his trade as a cover to ship cocaine disguised as charcoal.78 He also admitted that he had a business importing wood charcoal to Lebanon from Colombia, and that he had the necessary connections in Colombia to ensure the containers were not searched.79 In addition to obfuscating the movement of cocaine in shipments of charcoal, Mansour boasted to undercover law enforcement officers about his money laundering abilities.80 According to official French court records, during a meeting in Paris in 2015, Mansour claimed that he could move money out of Europe to any destination in the world, including Colombia, in just two days.
Figure 4. Charcoal Shipments Flow Chart Depicting Terrorism-Crime Nexus

Note: In addition to using the same attorney and facility, IJ operative Amer Mohamed Akil Rada and criminally indicted Lebanese-Canadian citizen Hassan Mohsen Mansour both use family members in their charcoal-related commercial activities. Mansour is also a Politically Exposed Person by extension of his wife, Zeinab Assad Fawaz, who is the granddaughter of Lebanon’s speaker of parliament, Nabih Berri. Assad Abdul Hamid Fawaz is Zeinab’s father and Berri’s son-in-law.

Charcoal Shipments as Drug-Smuggling Tradecraft

Colombian cartels have combined cocaine with charcoal to evade detection by drug-sniffing dogs and chemical tests since at least 1999, when public awareness first emerged of black cocaine—a substance Colombian cartel chemists created that turns cocaine hydrochloride into “black bricks” that are disguised as charcoal to facilitate international cocaine smuggling. Recent reports of interdictions of cocaine concealed in shipments of charcoal originating in countries other than Colombia indicate that this tradecraft continues and has spread well beyond its country of origin. Moreover, while initially developed to smuggle Colombian cocaine, this tradecraft has expanded over the years and is now used to smuggle a variety of drugs. There are confirmed instances in recent years of charcoal shipments used to smuggle marijuana, methamphetamine, and Captagon.

Scrubtny of Amer Akil’s Relatives’ Involvement in Drug Activity

The aforementioned Colombian investigation into the fraudulent acquisition of Colombian nationality concluded that Hezbollah members in Colombia not only portray themselves as businessmen, but have also adopted characteristics of local criminal groups. The business operations of Amer and his relatives in Latin America clearly depict this behavior, and warrant additional scrutiny.

In the summer of 2013, Amer’s brother Samer Mohamed Akil Rada—who holds Colombian Identification Number CIN 179029472 and has been identified as a member of Hezbollah responsible for logistics—was implicated in trafficking nearly 500 kilos of cocaine concealed in buckets of pineapple. Anti-drug agents who used drug-sniffing dogs to find the cocaine, which was reportedly valued at approximately $15 million, intercepted the vehicle involved in El Salvador. While the vehicle bore Costa Rican license plates, it had allegedly arrived in the country from Panama and was destined to Belize’s Corozal Free Zone, to companies registered in Samer’s name. It is believed that Samer likely fled Belize upon hearing the news of the seizure in El Salvador, as he had reportedly not been seen in the country since that day in July 2013.

According to Samer’s LinkedIn account, he began working in Colombia’s charcoal trade shortly after fleeing Belize. Beginning in 2014, he was the Purchasing Manager for the Colombian company Tucan Carbon, until 2016—the same year that Amer and Mahdy commenced their charcoal activities. Shipping and corporate records for Tucan Carbon do not appear to be available, and may not exist, so it is difficult to evaluate Samer’s charcoal-related activities. It is possible that Samer sought to adopt a new drug smuggling tradecraft that could evade detection by drug-sniffing dogs, particularly after the seizure in El Salvador. However, given the timing and his role as a logistics member, it is also possible that Samer was laying the groundwork for Amer and Mahdy’s Colombia-related charcoal activities.

Further Scrutiny Needed on IJ-Tied Charcoal Shipments

Without insight into or interdiction of the charcoal shipments from Zanga S.A.S., or other Colombian charcoal shipments destined for Tucan Trading S.A.R.L., it is difficult to know for sure the precise nature of Amer and Mahdy’s charcoal businesses. While Amer and Mahdy—like Mansour—may well
have used their charcoal companies to illegally smuggle cocaine as a means to generate revenue, this should not be an automatic conclusion. Given the clandestine nature of the IJO, it cannot be discounted that Amer and complicit members of his family, such as Mahdy, have adopted this drug-smuggling tradecraft to obfuscate shipments of more dangerous materials, such as explosives or explosive precursors. Hezbollah has previously used drug-smuggling techniques and networks to smuggle explosives—a key example being the 2012 foiled plot to smuggle more than twenty kilograms of C4 from Lebanon into Israel with the help of a notorious Lebanese drug lord.\(^9\) In this case, the traffickers themselves were evidently not aware that they were smuggling explosives vice drugs.\(^9\) Further, given Lebanon’s enduring and desperate economic crisis, it also cannot be discounted that Hezbollah’s charcoal trade has been used to smuggle U.S. currency into Lebanon.

Charcoal can mask odors beyond those of drugs, making it possible that this tradecraft could also be adopted by smugglers to evade discovery of other commodities vulnerable to detection by trained dogs, such as cash or explosives.\(^9\) In turn, advancement and implementation of new force-multiplying technologies that detect explosive traces and screen for smuggled currency strengthen the plausibility that illicit actors, including Hezbollah’s IJ operatives, could use the charcoal tradecraft for these purposes.\(^9\) Instances of this have not been observed publicly, however.

Law Enforcement Investigations and Action

Law enforcement actions could debilitate Hezbollah and enhance the national security of multiple countries.

Expose and disrupt the IJO in Colombia. The United States and Israel have an opportunity to partner with Colombian authorities to further scrutinize the activities of Mahdy and Zanga S.A.S., particularly those involving Tucan Trading S.A.R.L. Investigations into Zanga’s associated addresses and employees, as well as Mahdy’s travel patterns, could provide critical insight into the IJO’s operations in Colombia and the region. Subsequent law enforcement actions by Colombian authorities could also publicly expose individuals and entities in the country, raise the profile of Hezbollah’s operations in the Western Hemisphere, and potentially weaken the terrorist group’s ability to conduct lethal operations in Colombia. This should be a top priority given the recent revelations of Hezbollah’s operational targeting of Americans and Israelis in the country.

Expose the details of the IJO’s charcoal trade, and disrupt recipient networks. As aforementioned, given the clandestine nature of the IJO, it cannot be discounted that operatives in Colombia have adopted drug-smuggling tradecraft to obfuscate shipments of more dangerous materials. It should be of great concern to the United States that shipments from Zanga S.A.S. were unladen in Florida. Likewise, Israel should be particularly concerned that IJ-tied shipments are being imported into its Port of Ashdod. Investigating these shipments and their recipients, and intercepting any future shipments, would enable law enforcement to reveal what the IJO is potentially smuggling into the United States and Israel, and could lead to the discovery of Hezbollah operatives on U.S. soil and within Israel.

Opportunities

While it remains unclear whether the Colombian charcoal-related activities of Amer Mohamed Akil Rada and his son Mahdy Akil Helbawi are intended for financial or operational means, scrutiny of their commercial activities reveals strategic vulnerabilities that could allow multiple countries to commence investigations and potentially disrupt Hezbollah’s Latin American initiatives. If each country that intersects with Amer and Mahdy’s Colombia-based activities takes deliberate actions, the international community could achieve several significant outcomes that would disrupt and dismantle portions of the terrorist group’s operational and financial infrastructures.
Sanctions

Sanctions offer another avenue for undermining Hezbollah’s activities in Latin America, and can result in almost immediate disruptions.

Debilitate Hezbollah’s commercial activities. U.S. sanctions against Zanga S.A.S and Tucan Trading S.A.R.L., and also against Amer Mohamed Akil Rada and his complicit children, could effectively cease—at least temporarily—Hezbollah’s activities via these companies, be they for operational or financial purposes. As a company that operates internationally, Zanga likely conducts business in U.S. dollars, making it highly dependent on the U.S. financial sector and particularly vulnerable to U.S. sanctions. Additionally, publicly exposing the names of each company and individual, along with their ties to Hezbollah, would affect their ability to operate and move freely in several countries, particularly Colombia. This would impose a greater cost on Hezbollah’s operations in Latin America, complicating at least some of its activities in the region.

Raise the profile of Hezbollah operations in the Western Hemisphere. While U.S. sanctions would likely be the most effective against Amer’s network, the United States should not be the only country issuing them. Given Colombia’s recent disruption of a Hezbollah assassination plot targeting Israelis and Americans in the country, designating Hezbollah IJ operatives tied to Colombia, and their associated companies, would raise the profile of the terrorist group’s activities in the country and the Western Hemisphere, as well as send a strong message to Hezbollah.

Expose and disrupt Hezbollah activities between Latin America and the Gulf. Given the intersection between Zanga and Kuwait and the UAE, those two countries should designate the company, along with Amer and his son Mahdy Akil Helbawi and their connections in the Gulf. Kuwait and the UAE should also nominate for designation those same individuals and entities to the Terrorist Financing Targeting Center (TFTC)—a joint effort between the United States and Gulf Cooperation Council countries to expand and strengthen the seven member states’ cooperation to counter the financing of terrorism.97 Specifically, the TFTC facilitates coordinated disruptive actions, sharing of financial intelligence information, and member-state capacity building to target terrorist financing networks and related activities that pose national security threats to TFTC members.98

Diplomacy

U.S. diplomatic pressure on Lebanon specifically could be productive and potentially lead to new insights.

Bring criminals with political and Hezbollah ties to justice. The intersection of Zanga S.A.S. and Tucan Trading S.A.R.L. with Canadian-Lebanese citizen Hassan Mohsen Mansour provides the United States with unique leverage to place diplomatic pressure on Lebanon’s speaker of parliament. While Mansour was placed under house arrest in France in 2016,99 he is no longer in French custody. By one account, the French released him; by another, Mansour fled the country, presumably for Lebanon to evade prison with his trial pending.100 Nonetheless, Mansour remains an indicted criminal in the United States,102 and U.S. officials should leverage Mansour’s relationship to the prominent family of Lebanon’s speaker of parliament, Nabih Berri, to bring him to justice, and also to potentially acquire more information about Amer and Tucan Trading.

Conclusion

Hezbollah has conducted commercial activities in Latin America since nearly its inception.103 Examination of the Islamic Jihad Organization’s historical modus operandi in the region reveals that operatives’ business activities and fraudulent acquisition of Colombian citizenship have enabled them to hide in plain sight, under the guise of businesspeople. While it is well established that
Hezbollah generates revenue from its worldwide business infrastructure, the IJO’s use of companies can easily be mistaken as part of Hezbollah’s revenue-generating commercial ventures. Therefore, it cannot be assumed that all Hezbollah’s commercial activities are established or operate with the intent of raising revenue.

Hezbollah’s 2021 assassination plot against American and Israeli targets in Colombia indicates that the terrorist group was, and may still be, seeking to conduct a lethal operation in the Western Hemisphere. Although it is unclear if the network of Amer Mohamed Akil Rada was involved in the recent assassination plot, his status as an IJ operative and his ties to Colombia, particularly via his son Mahdy Akil Helbawi, should be of critical concern to the governments of all countries with which their operations intersect. Further scrutiny and extensive analysis of their commercial activities is needed to properly characterize at least some of Hezbollah’s operations in Latin America, and potentially reveal key insights to help identify the terrorist group’s operational intentions.

The IJO’s use of commercial cover can easily obfuscate its operational plans and intentions, and operatives’ involvement in financial activities, leverage of non-Hezbollah individuals, and use of criminal tradecraft can further blur the lines—potentially leading to gross misdirection and resulting in deadly consequences. But if the United States and the international community identify patterns consistent with the IJO’s modus operandi and take deliberate action to strategically exploit vulnerabilities within the terrorist group’s commercial infrastructure, they could identify, disrupt, and debilitate Hezbollah’s networks—both financial and operational—and potentially save innocent lives.
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